
Hands-On

Use medium force, 330º F heat

Hover above garment for ~10 sec

Lift halfway through to release moisture

Curing the Print

Position on heat-press correctly

Printing the Job

Secures garment with bracket

Positions garment on platen correctly

Preheats garment to remove wrinkles

Ask student to RAISE the platen so that an 
obstacle will be detected.

Lowers platen until obstacle error is white, 
then continues

Selects job in menu, SET platen

Heat-press for 90 sec total

Transfers garment to heat-press without 
smearing ink

Pre-Exam
Does the DTG work best in humid or dry conditions?

Which inks need to be agitated, and how often? For how long?

How do we check the printhead quality, and when should we?

Should we turn the DTG off when we’re done using it?

Is a garment ready to be worn after printing on it?

What type of material should we print on?

Humid, at least above 45% humidity.

White inks, every 12 hours or at least daily, for 50 seconds.

A nozzle check, at least every day.

No, must always be left on for maintenance.

No, the ink is still wet, you need to heat-press it.

100% cotton

Locate:

Ink Cartridges

Platen Height Adjuster

Job select screen

Nozzle check menu

Have you printed on:

Hoodies

Sweaters

Zip-ups

T-shirts
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* Students will be given a pre-made design 
on a flashdrive and a white garment. Material is provided for 
nozzle checks. Heat press is already turned on.     

Explain that this is the first print of the day, 
nobody has done daily maintenance yet.

Pre-Print Maintenance

Performs nozzle check before printing

Correctly agitates white ink

What problems do we look for in a nozzle check,
and how do we fix them?
A: Look for missing or jagged lines. To fix, 
perform auto head clean (show on menu)

Creating Job in AnaRIP

Print settings: Ri 1000, medium platen, 
default quality and dot range

Adjusted artwork to correct size & location

White ink left disabled

Print sent to DTG

Tell the student an arbitrary size and location 
for the print on the garment.

File placed in AnaRIP

Applicant:
School:

Examiner:

Date:

# of Errors: 

Evaluation Result

Pass No Pass

Certification Evaluation Sheet
RICOH Ri 1000 - Essentials

To pass, the student must have no more than 4 errors
and NO CRITICAL ERRORS (marked with red boxes).
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Certification Evaluation Sheet
RICOH Ri 1000 - Essentials (Optional)
To pass, the student must have no more than 4 errors
and NO CRITICAL ERRORS (marked with red boxes).

This is a checklist of every objective for the test.
It can be used to help evaluate a student, but 

don’t count these towards their score.

Notes:

1.0 Hardware
1.1 Keep Power On

1.2 Adjust Platen Height

1.3 Align Garment w/ Frame

1.4 Iron Garment

1.5 Properly Remove
     Garment from Platen

1.6 Cure Garment

1.7 Heat Press Settings

1.7a Pressure

1.7b Timer

1.7c Temperature

1.9 Auto Head Cleaning

1.10 Print from AnaRIP

1.8 Nozzle Check

Pre-Exam

2.0 Software/AnaRIP
2.1 Supported File Types

2.2 Import Design

2.3 Adjust Size, Position,
     and Orientation

3.0 Maintenance
3.1 Agitate White Inks Daily

3.2 Humidity/Temperature


